How to Protect Your Privacy on Social Media

A TrendLabs Digital Life E-guide
How do you keep information private on social networking sites? According to a Trend Micro survey, only 38% know how to limit what they post online. This low figure shows that many users might be sharing more information than they originally intended.

Oversharing online might do damage to your reputation. For example, your family or employers might spot carelessly posted photos of yourself in compromising situations. Your details can also be used for identity theft, if cybercriminals utilize them to impersonate you. Identity theft has become so rampant that there was one identity fraud victim every three seconds in the US last year.

Relying on a site’s privacy settings is just the start. While stricter account settings and tools can help you maintain privacy, there are other ways your personal information can leak out to the public. Knowing and addressing these potential privacy risks will help you protect your data.
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Third-party apps, like horoscope or IQ test apps, may work on social networks but are not necessarily created by them. These apps often ask you for access to your information so they can personalize your user experience. If you’re concerned about the amount of information an app is asking for, it may be best not to install it at all.

Social networking sites also have ads that appear as sponsored posts. Companies create deals with social networks that allow them to use any brand-related activity on the site, such as liking, as a sponsored post.

Check your app settings to avoid sharing too much information:

Facebook  Control the visibility of app activities on your timeline and feed via the Apps section of your Privacy Settings. Also remove or manage the settings of each individual app. While you can’t opt out of sponsored posts, you can adjust the privacy settings of these ads.

Google+  Manage app visibility or delete apps through the Apps and Activities section.

Twitter  Revoke third-party apps from accessing your Twitter account through the Apps section.
The Fine Print

Privacy policies give you an idea of how much privacy social networks grant. You can find out: what they collect, how they collect information, who has access to that information, what in-place security measures they have, how long they will store your information, and how you can contact them, if you have any privacy concerns.

Most sites keep their privacy policies in locations that are easy to find. It’s important to keep track of them because they can change anytime. You can also use a privacy scanner to quickly identity privacy settings that may leave your personal information vulnerable to identity theft, without having to read the fine print.

Check privacy policies and adjust settings to your comfort level:

**Facebook** Check the Facebook Data Use page to see how you can avoid divulging your Personally Identifiable Information (PII).

**Google+** The site doesn’t allow you to opt out of disclosing your PII. Read the Google+ Policies and Principles page and the Google Privacy Policy page.

**Twitter** See how you can withhold your PII on the Twitter Privacy Policy page.

**NOTE:** Law enforcement agencies can have full disclosure of your PII.
Tag, You’re It

Getting tagged in a post might seem harmless, but it can also decrease your privacy. Your contacts will be able to see if you’re tagged in a post or photo, even if they aren’t connected to the original source. This can also be harmful to your reputation if you’re tagged in an unflattering or sensitive photo or post.

Your location can also be revealed to contacts if a friend decides to tag where you are, allowing anyone to physically follow you. Removing tags or mentions may be difficult because some social networks do not have options to do so. Privacy scanners can help keep track of all your tags.

Keep tabs on all your tags and mentions:

**Facebook**  Review tagged posts and photos before they’re added to your timeline. You can also manually remove tags.

**Google+**  Approve or remove tags on images, or select a setting that automatically approves of tags from specific contacts.

**Twitter**  Your contacts can automatically include your username in mentions and replies. But the visibility of these tweets varies, depending on your contacts’ privacy settings. Setting accounts to “private” means that non-approved accounts will not be able to see or reply to tweets.
Friendly Sharing

Given how social networks work, your friends’ privacy settings have a direct impact on your privacy. If your friends have less restrictive settings, it’s possible for a wider audience to see your posts.

People can still share the information you post, even with strong privacy settings in place. Some social networks allow your contacts to copy and republish your original posts. Strangers can also see your private posts if a friend of yours tags them in. Remember that everything remains online and only post updates or photos you won’t mind sharing with strangers.

Make sure your posts are only seen by your intended audience:

**Facebook**  The existence of the “Friends of Friends” category means that the viewership of your posts and images extends to people you might not know.

**Google+**  You can share the list of people in your circles to the public, exposing those accounts to a larger audience.

**Twitter**  Your account can be included in a Twitter list that can be shared publicly. Users will still need your approval to follow your account if it’s set to private.
‘Til Deactivation Do Us Part

Some sites differentiate between account deactivation and deletion, so you could end up not erasing your account completely. If you have multiple accounts on the same site, you need to delete each one separately.

Deactivating or deleting your account doesn’t guarantee that all traces of it are permanently erased. Some of your cached profiles or posts might still appear on search engines. Your information could also remain stored in the site’s servers or databases.

Find out the steps to deleting or deactivating your accounts:

**Facebook**  
Deactivate or delete your account. Deactivation allows you to reactivate your account in the future. Permanently deleting your account removes all your personal information, except for your sent messages.

**Google+**  
Deleting your Google+ account is more complicated since it’s connected to your other Google accounts. Account deletion removes all your contacts, comments, and posts.

**Twitter**  
Twitter waits 30 days before permanently deactivating your account. Even though your account has been deactivated, content might still be available on the site for a few days.
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